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Evolutionary sequence alignments
How are they made?
What do they tell us?



How are they made?

−What is an evolutionary tree? 

−How are multiple sequence alignments made?

−Which parameters are important to consider?



What do they tell us?  

−How old (evolutionarily conserved) is the gene I am working on? 

−Which parts of my gene are of core importance for its function?

−Which properties of a region/domain/residue are important for 

function?

−What is the functional scope of the feature I discovered?

−Which parts of my protein are dependent on each other? 
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What do they tell us?  

−How old (evolutionarily conserved) is the gene I am working on? 

−Which parts of my gene are of core importance for its function?

−Which properties of a region/domain/residue are important for function?

−What is the functional scope of the feature I discovered?

−Which parts of my protein are dependent on each other? 



How old is the gene I am working on?

−Why am I curious about it?

➢ What is the functional scope of my discovery?

▪ Is a gene conserved in every living cell?

▪ Is my feature only conserved in human? 

▪ Or maybe only in my mouse cell line? 

▪ Is there a compensation for it in other organisms?



How old is the gene I am working on?

This protein/gene is conserved in all animals! 



How old is the gene I am working on?

This protein/gene was conserved over 
900 mio years of evolution!



Which parts are of core importance?

−Why am I curious about this?

▪ Discovery of domains/motifs

▪ Construct design

−How do I find out?

▪ Look at conserved parts in an alignment

▪ Check on Uniprot



Which parts are of core importance?

−How do I find out?

1 2 3 4 5

This protein has 5 domains. 



Which parts are of core importance?

−How do I find out?
?? C1 C1 PH

This protein has 5 domains. 

Kinase

UniProt reports only 4. 

New domain discovered ✓
Elsner et al. 2019

ULD



Which parts are of core importance?

▪ Construct design
C1 C1 PH KinaseULD

Investigation of the unknown domain! 



Which properties are conserved?

−Why am I curious about this?

A conserved property is always an important property! 

▪ Length

▪ Charge

▪ Hydrophobicity

▪ … 



Which properties are important?

▪ Conserved length

This protein can only function if the catalytic domain is held 
in the right distance from the membrane 
(Trübestein et al. 2015).



Which properties are important?

▪ Charge

pI: 9.69 -11.45
Length: 35-73 

C1 C1 PHULD Kinase

pI: 3.44 – 4.36
length: 14-100I don’t know why this is 

important but I am sure it is!! 



Which parts are dependent on each other?

−Why am I curious about this?

▪ Functionally connected residues evolve together

▪ Prediction and verification of intramolecular interactions



Which parts are dependent on each other?

Human sequences from the CamK family 
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Functionally connected residues evolve together



Which parts are dependent on each other?
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Important features don’t get lost in evolution! 



Why are sequence alignments amazing?

▪ They can visualize the traces of evolutionary selection! 

Useful to identify: 

-phylogenetic relationships 

-function/ structure based on similarity 

-function based on conserved properties

-functional connection based on coevolution

-relevance of discovered features



Thank you for your attention! 

If you ever think our experience can be of use for you. 

Find us and ask ☺



Tools

Multiple sequence alignment: ClustalOmega (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/)

Coevolution analysis: CAPS (http://caps.tcd.ie/caps/analysis.html)

Phylogenetic trees: IQ-Tree (http://www.iqtree.org/)

Evolutionary time: Timetree (http://www.timetree.org/)

Interactive alignment multitool: ProViz (http://slim.icr.ac.uk/proviz/index.php)


